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Objectives:

1. Understanding of information management projects, how 
the results/data/tools produced by each of them can be 
used, and how information management supports the 
entire framework;

2. Identification of priority information management needs;

3. Input on goals for a regional information management 
system, including who would need access to the data, 
what data they would need and how they would want it 
delivered.
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Projects covered in this session:

•RCN webpage
•Unified platform for tracking progress (TRACS)
•Surprise guest 
•Nature Serve’s data management tools (Biotics 5, Kestrel, MOS)
•SWAP database (unfunded)
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Data INPUT:
•Monitoring protocols
•Data management protocols
•Maps
•Step down plans

Data OUTPUT:
•Experimental results
•Performance data
•Trend data
•Polling data

Data INPUT:
•Maps
•Risk-Benefit Analyses
•Priority species/habitats
•Target Levels

Data OUTPUT:
•Prioritized maps
•Spatially explicit goals
•Feasibility
•Alternate scenarios

Data INPUT:
•Maps
•Regional plans
•Poll results
•Trend data

Data OUTPUT
•Priority species/habitats
•Priority issues
•RFPs
•Delegation of tasks

Data INPUT:
•Species occurrence
•Environmental layers
•Socio-political data
•Species abundance 

Data OUTPUT:
•Maps
•Risks and Benefits
•Connectivity
•Habitat capacity
•Trends

Data INPUT:
•Local demographics
•Prioritized parcels
•Landowner status
•BMPs
•Step-down plans

Data OUTPUT:
•Property assessments
•Treatment areas
•Landowner status
•Treatment responses
•BMPS

Data INPUT:
•Prioritized maps
•Spatially explicit goals
•Feasibility
•Alternate scenarios

Data OUTPUT:
•Prioritized parcels
•Land use planning maps
•Decision tools
•Step-down plans
•Outreach materials

•Which species/habitats to conserve, at 
what levels, and who decides?

GOAL-SETTING

•What do we know about the status of 
priority wildlife?

BIOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT

SCIENCE TRANSLATION
•How do we maximize the utility of science?

CONSERVATION ADOPTION
•How do we get the right 

communities and landowners 
engaged in conservation?

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
•How will we manage the demand 

for and creation of data?

CONSERVATION DESIGN
•Where are the best places to conserve the 

most species and habitats…considering 
society and other needs?

•How will we 
most efficiently put conservation 

on the ground?

CONSERVATION DELIVERY

•What new information will we gather to 
support conservation?

MONITORING, EVALUATION AND RESEARCH

PIORITIES
•Which issues demand immediate attention?

Northeast 
Conservation 
Framework
Data Flow Format Data INPUT:

•Maps
•Risk-Benefit Analyses
•Poll results
•Habitat capacity

Data OUTPUT:
•Priority species/habitats
•Target Levels
•Resource Allocation
•Delegation of tasks

Data INPUT:
•Prioritized parcels
•Land use planning maps
•Decision tools
•Step-down plans

Data OUTPUT:
•Local demographics
•Local partnerships
•Landowner status
•Marketing tools



“Cloud Computing”

• Current technology buzz word
• Can mean different things, but essentially 

data and/or applications on the internet
• Not a new technology – e.g. webmail, 

smartphone apps, Sharepoint, Citrix



• GIS now moving to cloud with hosted apps, e.g. 
ArcGIS on Amazon EC2 (Elastic Compute Cloud)

• The cloud offers some potential solutions to info. 
mgmt., but also challenges, e.g. security

• May be a solution to achieve goals in needs 
assessment

“Cloud Computing” cont’d



Tracking and Reporting 
Actions for Conservation of 

Species



WHEN DOES WILDLIFE TRACS TAKE EFFECT?

October 1, 2012, for all WSFR 

Programs and Grantees



WILDLIFE TRACS ARCHITECTURE
Two Databases, One Seamless System



DATA TRACS



PUBLIC TRACS



TRACS PERFORMANCE REPORTING

• Outputs
We will continue the Heritage Output Measures 
Associated with the WSFR Strategic Plan and Meet GPRA 
Reporting Requirements

• Effectiveness Measures 

We will adopt AFWA Effectiveness Measures for SWG and     

develop additional measures for other WSFR programs

• Status Module 
We will track population status and trend in a geospatial 
framework using local population definitions



HOW WILL DATA BE ENTERED INTO TRACS?

3 Pathways Exist to Enter Data Into TRACS

• Automated – State data transferred seamlessly to Data TRACS 
from state database with compatible data structure

• Direct Entry – State data entered manually by state into the Data 
TRACS portal

• WSFR Entry – WSFR staff manually enter state data from reports 
into Data TRACS



WILDLIFE TRACS>>>>>>>>> DEVELOPMENT 
HIGHLIGHTS

• Streamlining

• Cost Tracking

• Population Status



STREAMLINING GRANTS MGMT PROCESS 
THROUGH TRACS

• TRACS may provide limited opportunities on the front end of the grant 
approval process (e.g., need, objectives, compliance documentation)

• More efficiencies likely on back end by grantee entry of accomplishment 
information into TRACS to meet performance reporting requirements

• White paper in draft stage outlining policy and operational issues to 
implement performance reporting through TRAC 

– Primary Recommendation: Direct entry by grantee  of accomplishment data  

• Next steps are:

– WSFR leadership approval of performance reporting through TRACS 

– Addressing numerous operational issues (e.g., business rules for QA/QC, tracking 
system for due dates and submission dates)



Project Advisory Committee

• We are still looking for state representatives.

– We want all 50 states represented

– July 26 Conf. Call

– Give contact info to Chris Burkett

• Chris.Burkett@dgif.virginia.gov



NatureServe’s 
Data Management Tools 

Under Development

• MOS – mobile observation system

• Kestrel – web-based observation data input

• Biotics 5 – next generation of NatureServe's 
biodiversity data management software



Information Systems Strategy

Data Collection
Paper field forms

Manual data entry

Mobile observation system with GPS

Automated data capture

Data Management
Client-server architecture (desktop)

ArcView 3.X platform, shapefile storage

Service oriented architecture (web)

ArcGIS Server platform, geodatabase

Data Exchange
Manual data exchange and aggregation

Manual taxonomic reconciliation

Web service access between data nodes

Semi-automated taxonomic updates

Data Delivery
Manual, custom data request process

Static map products with summary data

Automated web data delivery

Dynamic web mapping products

Legacy Systems Next Gen Systems



State Wildlife Action Plan (SWAP) database 
– an unaddressed data management need?

• TRACS will provide a shared, standardized 
conservation project reporting database 
(ongoing or completed projects)

• Currently no shared, standardized database of 
SWAP-recommended strategies and actions, 
i.e., planning database 



Implementation
Conservation 

Projects

“Recommended”
(needed, planned)

Conservation
Strategies / Actions

SWAPs

TRACS



SWAP Database –
Why?  What is need?

• Improve accessibility of SWAPs
• Provide simplified mechanism for assessing and re-

organizing recommended conservation actions by 
whatever organizing principle is important to the 
particular user (e.g., by location, species, species 
groups, habitats, threats, action-type) 

• Provide simplified mechanism for “rolling-up” state 
wildlife action plans into national, regional and sub-
regional plans.

• Provide more direct and identifiable links to funded 
projects (i.e., more directly link to TRACS).



Information Needs Assessment:
Who, What, Where, When, and How

• Who:

– Who needs the information?

• What are their levels of expertise?

– Who will develop the information?

• Are the personnel in place to do it?

– Who will store the information?

• Is the necessary infrastructure in place?

– Who will distribute the information



Information Needs Assessment

• What:

– What data are needed?

• Where:

– Where will the information be stored?

– Do the data have a geographic location?

• When

– What is the timeline for implementation of IM 
system?



Information Needs Assessment

• How:

– How does the information need to be distributed?

• E.g., Browser-based maps, Google Earth, Web data 
service, download?



Data Management
 People

 Governance

 Maintenance

 Quality Assurance

 Integration

 Applications
 Identity Mgmt

 Discovery

 Distribution

 Analysis

 Systems
 Architecture

 Security

 Extensibility

 Continuity of Ops

 Policy
 Migration Strategies

 Archiving

 Metadata

 Roles/Access Rules



Security Infrastructure

Web Proxy

Intrusion Detection

Web Server

Proxy Server

Application Server

ArcGIS Server Manager (SOM)

ArcGIS Server Container (SOC)

ArcSDE/Database

Data

Users



Review the tasks/process for the framework elements

Ask:  What do we need to do?

LCC Science Needs:
•Long-term data management system (NALCC)
•Managed lands database development (NALCC)
•Consistent/updated secured lands database (NALCC)
•Online tool for accessing the most recent conservation designs (NALCC)

Review:  Survey results
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Discussion Questions:

1. What are the highest priority projects or needs for advancing information 
management?

2. Who are the members of the conservation community to best address these 
priorities and what roles are best suited to RCN and LCCs?

3. What is value added of regional information management?  
4. What are the target audiences for information and how should the data be 

delivered? 
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